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UNIQUE, UNTRADITIONAL TYPEFACES.

Tallinn, Estonia
We are an Estonia based design company HMF
(HandMadeFont.com). It was founded in 2008 by Vladimir
Loginov and Maksim Loginov. We specialize in developing
unique, untraditional typefaces. We take inspiration from
everything that surrounds us. On our website
(http://www.handmadefont.com) we offer completed fonts that
you can buy and use freely. We would recommend you to buy
the whole collection. In that case, it will save you an substantial
amount of money and will expand your potential in visualizing
Your own projects.

Developed fonts are of such a high standard that they can be
very widely used, from business cards to an outdoor
advertisement.

Our typefaces, in fact, should provide an alternative to
illustration. If you do not have enough time or budget to create
or purchase suitable illustration or photo, we will be glad to help
You.

Our fonts can be used to create unique: -Headline -Initial -Title
-Slogan -Text -Illustration -etc

On our site (www.handmadefont) You have the possibility to
buy every font separately. But we would advise You to
purchase the whole collection or at least several fonts.

We are very interested in requests for developing new and
unique fonts for advertisement campaigns, packing, magazine
covers etc. We are always open to any cooperation offers. We
work on a various range of commissions across different
budgets. Our work has been published among various
magazines and journals. We also create different visual
communication solutions for a range of clients and industries
and our projects involve art direction, branding, stationery,
publications, exhibitions, websites, packaging and signage
systems.

handmadefont@gmail.com
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Experience

Maksim Loginov handmadefont@gmail.com

We make ideas real through beautifully crafted design. We
believe good ideas can be applied to anything. Please do not
hesitate to contact us for more information.

Designer

AGE McCann
Tallinn, Estonia
Jan 2005 - Present
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